
116th Knowledge Seekers Workshop June 2, 2016  (    , further explanation how the CO2 

Box works,   ) 

 

(:08). Man Originated Zone Habitation And Nutrition,  Mozhan training program 2016. 

The first humans in space. (:12). Happy Birthday to Rick (61), and Vince (40's).  (:15). 

Deep Space T means being independent of planet earth and to be safe. Man has been kept 

safe on planet Earth, a nursery, we are protected, the Mother Earth has provided for us for 

millions of years on this planet. Human race becomes like a teenager ready to go out and 

try to survive in U.  (:19). (:21). No one has reached the world as the KF, it took Christ 

300 years, Mohammad longer, they used the belief of man to control the soul of man, 

they got bogged down. Man has to abide by the Ethos of Space. The comfort of having 

everything changes the position of it, being able to see clearly changes perception and 

work. We are preparing the last stage for man to enter S community, it is not easy we see 

reactions, it will take time to become peaceful. (:24).   Some nations were made contact 

by Space community and given technology but the final key was withheld because of war 

conduct, now the final key will be given upon entering Space Community, the creatures 

of space will make contact here on the planet. The Chinese will lead the way as a 

peaceful nation. All nations given the final key at same time.    

(:31). We have been preparing for centuries, the United States with 50 nations, Europe 

joining as one nation.  (:33). The Russians and Chinese join together recently, if Russia 

attacked by US the Chinese will release all the papers (dollars) and dump the economy of 

the US. It means China has taken the leadership of peace. They have all the money now. 

All the pieces are on the table.  

(:42). Go back to original teachings, Nano materials, he has some videos of a diamond 

tester shows the behavior of diamonds. It only shows when there is a specific fields 

rejection and ??. When we look at N materials the dark layer, all is absorbed, is looking 

down on and not across, you will see the most beautiful crystal structures, that's why you 

see 20 Mega Ohms, but this way you see superconductivity, this is the behavior of 

creating perfect crystals, now you understand how to produce crystals. (:44). In 

composite materials you created different spacing, you can make the right spacing, MG 

field position and with it decide the size of the crystal, because each one of these takes a 

position within the crystal spacing perfect structure. The crystals you made as N layers is 

so thin but you don't have the tools to see are the most perfect crystals, because it allows 

the nature to do what it is happy to do without any damage and taking the position it 

likes. You put this N material in a liquid of another field strength and placed it and 

released it as a Gans. (:46). In creating a condition to go from attachment to freedom, in 

creating a spacing you can create any crystal size, now you need a medium not to let 

them loose to become Gans, but create a condition in becoming loose they find a position 

you can have a diamond the size of the planet, we have seen diamond structures in the U, 

there are stars which behave and are the structure of a crystal diamond, NASA reported 

this years ago. The space of the U allows crystallization in the dimension. It is the 

combination of the matter which you use dictates the spacing, but now you understand 

how you all have been building perfect crystals, you've been releasing it, but now you 

have to develop a T where you can control this freedom, don't let them loose but collect 

them as crystals of the Gans. This is the Space crystal structure, then you can make any 

material in the Space by controlling the fields.  (:48). Let's open the knowledge, in CO2 



Box, the MG field created by the N material in respect to matter state created the field of 

C, it attracted MG field which now you have created in the water has created a magnet 

for the C in the air around the box to be attracted and match up, and in that process and in 

coming in touch with the O of the water created your CO2.  (:50). Understand the 

terminology, we did not create CO2 absorption, we created MG field of C by choosing 

the appropriate materials which the divisions and different ?? some of the isotopes leads 

to creation of the environment which has the MG field of an entity. In this case the 

precise choice of the matter, N material and the matter just gives you enough to create the 

strength of the fields of C. Field Plasma Technology ... you have already created the Pl 

field because it lead to creation of M and G fields in the strength of the C which attracted 

anyone passing by, what you collected as CO2 is what falls on the bottom, but this field 

never changed ... after awhile your S stops producing, because it's not the field that has 

changed, but you have consumed all the O in the water and that's why the process stops. 

(:52). Understand you have already worked with diamonds, and already working with the 

F Pl.  ?? We already explained even if you put Cu with Cu N ?? it allows the fields to 

flow.  Now put an entity in the middle that has nothing but the fields of the Pl of the C 

and you create MG fields, where now you have the ability to use the fields to create your 

crystals. (:54). If you understand the principle you can make any size, color diamond. 

(:56). You can produce crystals which are uniform and have unified fields, if you extend 

the dimension, size and shape of the crystals. I have always said the future of the Space 

program depends on the crystallization, on crystals, you make your reactors out of 1 

Crystal, then you have mono controllable, Star Formation of crystals, unified with no 

losses (of energy), but the positioning of your crystals has to be a crystal itself, then you 

decide the shape, color, shape ... you create a unified field protection SS. (:58).  How in 

10 minutes I changed the course of humanity if you understand what is written here. Now 

you have all the tools. Now I don't tell you Cu plate, Zn Nano Gans etc, because now you 

are graduates of the KF knowledge seekers, all of you. Start working collectively on the 

Internet. (1:00). If you create the right diamond structure of a Gans you can create 

anything across the U, understand the totality of the structure, many times this knowledge 

was given to man but he never understood, the only part he got was the matter part and he 

made Pyramids. This is your pyramid. Those who were in control of understanding never 

understood, and those who understood a bit of it tried to become the Pharaohs and other 

leaders. The current world leaders don't understand therefore they can't apply. Now we 

understand collectively that no army or nation will be superior. This was done once 

before but somewhere in the line the greed took place. The greed of the man is very 

strong, BUT NOT this time! This is why we see pyramids in every corner of this planet. 

(1:02). The knowledge was shared but because of the lack of communication in totality it 

was cascaded but those who used it to rule. This time there are no rulers, that the 

knowledge is shared correctly. The pyramids in different structures are the domes of their 

own SS, but man only made what was matter important to him and not the rest of the 

knowledge. Now for the first time with Mass Media we are allowed to develop this 

collectively. Through understanding the T you are joining the U Community not just 

making a N layer. I have taught you the technology, even the Christ or Buddha did not 

do, the guidance of the P conduct of the man, we have taught the full knowledge with the 

Ethos together, and the ethos of its use in the space. (1:04). I have taught the full 

spectrum of every need of man, Energy, Material, Health, Food, in the language of 



science and ethos of the U, so you understand as U messengers we complete our work 

totally when the condition is ready. We start teaching you the knowledge in totality to be 

able to survive the basic need of man in space and the ethos to use it correctly and spread 

of the beauty of the Human Race in the rest of the Space. Every flower brings a beauty to 

the bouquet on the table, even all that man has done wrong he is still another flower of 

the Creator. How long the flower on the table will last depends on his own strength and 

weaknesses and not using others weaknesses, but using their strengths to add to his 

knowledge, the way we have done. We give you a platform to share what you have and 

proudly share it that the others use it. (1:06). All of you are in a position to be able to 

become the passengers of the U, but it is you who are choosing the level of development 

according to your understanding. In each lecture (workshop) I have put some knowledge 

its for you to decipher it and put it together.  Now I will not teach in hours but few 

minutes at a time, but the knowledge is so deep that it will take years to decipher. (1:08). 

The Chinese are leading and they have had contact with the U Community for some time 

now, the same has been with Russia, USA, and a number of African nations. We know 

who and how the knowledge has been transferred, but we are waiting for one responsible 

World Leader, Commit humanity to peace and we open the rest of the doors. We expect 

humanity to respond to the knowledge we have given in a certain way, start making tools 

of peace, which can guarantee that every man can have food or energy without enslaving 

him to you to have his energy. I have always objected that things should be made cheap 

in China that the West can have the best things, and that the man in China has to suffer 

the separation of his children ... and then when they use it they say it's Chinese made. 

What a disgrace to humanity.  (1:10). The energy of a man irrespective of his race is the 

same, the respect for man has to be the same. It's a lack of understanding of the White 

Race in winding himself superior because he is the last race like the last child of a 

household kicking to be the most important one. Whereas the first child of the Black 

Race is so humble because he knows he possesses all, when we stop this race division 

and work as one the way the KF does.  When you have the insight, knowledge you can't 

be enslaved in space by no one. We want man to be equal with the U Community. If we 

go as a divided race we will be enslaved. (1:12). 2 choices stay on this planet and suffer 

what is coming to it, or collectively join and become One Race. You have been watched 

all along from the outside just waiting for you to mature.   Turn the Box upside down, 

create the fields to make the fields, ?? put the brain of the man and create the crystals, the 

conditions of the Pl crystals ... put in the brain of the man when he is damaged in Stroke, 

you build the cell in the compartment of ??. Put the man in the right position and build 

the Gans crystals of the structure of the heart valve of the child with hole in heart. Now 

you have the knowledge.  (1:15). .. F Pl T in conjunction with crystal structure, you don't 

need to see it, you can use the field of the balance crystal can lead to the create ion of any 

entity within the crystal field forces Pl or matter state. (1:17).  ... Commercialization is to 

share knowledge in a technical way that those who can't understand it can use it .. Today 

is a national holiday in Italy but we don't take time off. (1:19). Governments have access 

to the Space program, they see it but don't understand it, it has been on the table for years, 

they have been given T they don't understand, bring on the table and we'll help you 

understand. Because you have not committed yourself to Peace, you don't get the key. 

Now we are here to help you. (1:21). Chinese and Russian leaders committed to peace, 

but in US committed to killing machines, the youngest infant to be the most powerful. 



Why is Iran so peaceful because we had the Empires in past, we realized nothing comes 

out of it, killing brings disadvantage because you have to pay for the souls that came out 

of it. How many of you will start making crystals? Very simply empty the bucket which 

you made the Gans material in, you'll find out the bucket still carries the field Pl, you 

wanted the CO2 but if you look deep inside, Giovanni tested and found a field in the 

empty bucket. (1:23). Because now in your empty plastic bucket you have confined the 

fields, you don't need the water or plates, you have created a field, you have a field 

bucket of C. Try to bring another bucket that had CuO2 in it and see what you are going 

to get. Once you create the fields you NEVER lose them. You were happy to see it in the 

water now you have it in the fresh air. Just putting water in the empty bucket will 

energize it with CO2. (:25). I think he is drawing an empty bucket with water pipes on 

either side, run contaminated water through it and test it. The fields never loose their 

strength. Do you need to produce Gans, LP, vapor Pl etc, or do you create the condition 

of the fields and can contain it and do whatever you like with it. In the space you put 

fields into one end and the other out comes concrete blocks, or steel, whatever, because 

you have determined the size of the crystal, the organization of it ??, by putting it the 

right way field strength, the same way you did with patches of CO2 and others and 

created the taste and smell of the orange. Moving from LP to field Pl, because in the U 

you don't see CO2 fields, but with the environment around it, hundreds of thousands of 

km, without seeing the CO2, you end up in the CO2, because the fields of the U have 

created it, but CO2 is the last thing you want, you don't want to walk into a wall of 

crystal, it's not there but with your presence it comes there. (1:27). Pl fields are the 

essence of creation in the U. Now understand how to manipulate and contain it, but as 

humans you need the confirmation that I put the orange on the top, I taste the orange. If 

you empty the water and just breath the air you still get the orange taste and smell. Make 

a glass vacuum and you still get the smell and eating the orange. Man is so P he always 

needs something to do. ...?? you created the field around the box that brought you the 

protein and smell of orange. But you had to have a liquid to confirm you had something. 

(1:29). Do we need to give children anything for immunization, except we put them 

through a field which embeds info in their body that measles, and the rest cannot develop 

in the body to kill, then there is no need for Pharmaceuticals to put Mercury in the 

children to make them mentally retarded.  Now we don't go more into teaching aspect but 

how to apply what you have learned. I give you guidance to finish it. Do we need LP to 

finish research in Innovation Center. (1:31). (He must be talking about running car on 

fields). The pistons go up and down but no fuel in the tank. It converts the fields of U into 

mechanical rotation to move the man. If you extend the power of Pl to become equal to 

the matter state of the cylinders you find out the car will run without the fuel. The 

teachings are coming very fast. The Chinese are mass producing Gans for the Oasis 

System, try to create homogeneous mono Gans, then try to use the field of the Gans to 

create a condition of the structure of the crystal ?? , you have to learn how to convert the 

energy using the position of the Gans to interact with the crystal condition of the energy. 

(1:33). The Chinese space people know exactly what I am talking about. You use one to 

contain the other. We used Matter to create N and Gans, and contain them, now you use 

the condition of the Gans to contain the Pl and then contain the fields, because it's the 

ONLY way you can CONTAIN F Pl, not by matter but by application of the fields which 

comes from the LP which themselves are controlled ?? by the Gans, N and matter state. 



Use your matter to create the crystals of the matter. If you want the crystal of Cu to be 

diamond, the color of green which you are used to , CO2 ?? now you can do. (1:35). 

Ghana and Benjamin. Please share the knowledge. We made a soap, and they did the 

microbiology tests on it, amazing, killed bacteria within 15 minute range all gone.  (1:37). 

Nano Soap microbiology Report. Soap is made from natural oils or animal fats with 

Sodium Hydroxide, been using for 6,000 years, first used by Babylonians. In Ghana they 

use as enema. In US per capita use of soap 25 lbs. in India 4 oz.. The skin is largest organ 

of body, easy to be poisoned through skin,  gives visible and E feedback, like a rash. 

(1:43). Three layers of skin, water can seep easily into the blood stream via the skin. 

Coconut oil has anti-microbial and anti-fungal properties. it is immediately converted to 

energy instead of being stored. Good for the liver. Cocoa Butter is also used in N soap it 

has anti-aging, reduce inflammation. Palm Kernel oil has 0 cholesterol, use roots and 

whole tree. (1:50). How to make the soap, Dissolve the Caustic in water, add soda ash 

and the fats and mix. (1:52).  (1:55).  

(2:04). Goes over tests. 

(2:09). Results were all the microbes killed at 10, 30 and 50 % concentrations.  (2:13). 

Will reduce concentration to below 10%.  Will make tests on hands of people at Public 

Toilets.  (2:16). Keshe says historically people add caustic to fat, man has already been in 

the Gans and Nano making for centuries. You add caustic to seawater to make the 

Seawater Gans, soap is a natural type of Gans with AA. (2:20). Soap is a Gans state of 

protein, fat, so when you add another Gans to it, you boost it ?? , why when you added 

CO2, CuO2, or CH3, they all work on Salmonella and other bacteria's because the 

foundation of the soap you made is already AA based, so all you have done is add 

additional energy, in a way you created a new virus because the AA Gans is still there, ? 

and now you have made a virus which is stronger then Salmonella, etc. That's why that 

are so effective, The new virus is from the energy of CO2 added to the present Gans of 

AA, which you created. In this new energy packet by adding one Gans to another, is 

more then what is held in the body as virus, bacteria that's why you see ? destruction. 

You can go to the minimum amount of Gans, in your next test just use the water of the 

Gans. (2:22). Because now you have added energy to the Gans of the AA what you call 

soap. This is a new knowledge, the Gans works on bacteria's. Two years ago in Sierra 

Leone they got the same results but the WHO blocked them, they were threatened to 

loose their seats at the University. Why you see reduction in all bacteria's and viruses is 

because any bacteria has a base AA, and with your soap you have already created a base 

AA, by adding another energy to it, any Gans you add to it the power of it becomes more 

then the bacteria or virus (2:24). which is in the St and the transfer of the one from one to 

the other shows total reduction of bacteria, because you transfer energy of the bacteria 

which already has the common denominator of AA of the protein. This is what you have 

to do in the space, need a common (denominator), ? you need to have an AA in MaGrav 

power strength, which you can add slightly more to it you can guarantee life, you did not 

destroy the AA of the bacteria or virus in your culture, all you did was deplete the energy 

of it, that's why it's left black, that's why you still see it, but it isn't there, if you take the 

residue of the culture dishes and analyze it, you'll find out it's a pure AA. You haven't 

destroyed only depleted it.  (2:26). We thank you for what you shared you need to share it 

with your scientists. Now if you add a small amount, say half a percent, of soap, if the 

energy of that 27 -20 



 

(2:35).  

(2:38). Dr. Nash had brunt his hand back in January but so far no result then he as treated 

with Gans, quickly healed. (2:43). In August KF will hold a summit in Ghana for African 

Continent. Keshe will try to be in Ghana. The knowledge you so freely brought to 

humanity solved a 6,000 year old mystery. The point is that you so freely shared the 

knowledge, without patents etc. You just opened all the rules of this economic cycle, how 

easily bacteria's can be defeated, or balanced, has been the dream of the world of 

medicine, thousands of people die everyday around the world. You have been watched by 

Obama, Chinese leaders, NASA, we speak to them and know they are online, we monitor 

them. You destroyed half of the soap industry and Pharmaceutical Industry in the world.  

(2:48).  

 

(2:55).  Veterinarians will be on Facebook. Question about an illness, yes you can use 

because TEPCO tested it with mice. Use the water of the Gans and not the Gans it's to 

powerful. Dilute it in the soap 10:1. try to use CO2 Gans water first and see if works, you 

can use Gans water of CuO2 but it'll be a big punch, very powerful. Use 2 ? teaspoon 3 

times a day, slowly let the body take it, don't use CuO2 water it's too powerful. (2:59).  

Talks are going on btn KF with Japanese firm Moto to manufacture these waters across 

the world. You can use these waters for radiation, heavy metals, (with Mercury ONLY 

use CO2 no CH3, CuO2), people who got MS, etc, from mercury fillings can use CO2 to 

balance effects, do not use CuO2 because it links up with Mercury and K and it can 

create a different condition, it's not hazardous but it's something you don't need. So you 

can clean metal toxicity from the body by using the water of the Gans, if it's not enough 

just add a little bit more ? try once you make the culture base, use the water, it transfers 

the homogenous energy to the water, you can use it a base for hundreds of years, you just 

pour water on it and harvest the water.  (3:02). Yes you can drink the water on top of the 

Gans, a spoon or 2. We are running a trial on Gans supplement and drop and lotion. For 

the Gans ? we are using the water of CO2 not the Gans directly. Keshe suffers from 

degeneration of eyes, I am losing my sight slowly, I switched to retina screens to be able 

to read easier, I started using the Gans water for eye drops last Sunday, first time I used I 

had a strange tingling pain in back of brain, the second time tingling on my tongue for 

some hours, and now I can see what I couldn't before. He can now see at night and no 

pressure on the eyes. (3:06). My wonder is what has the eyes got to do with the nerves of 

the tongue? Do we need to wash with water, can we put the Water near the clothes and it 

transfers the energy?  Thanks to CIA we got connected with Ghana. (3:09).  (3:11). Half 

of Ghana groups are living on free energy. (3:13).  We challenge the big University 

students in West to come and share so openly without peer review. Let humanity be the 

peer review.  (3:16). This was one of the best teaching in last 2 and half years.  As of 

today the donation of 300 euro to the KF for the MaGrav Power Unit becomes voluntary, 

reduce to 400 euros. The Italians will save 64% on the Units. (3:34).  Doctor is testing 

agriculture in Kenya. (3:37). Testimonial from a doctor who got chemicals in his eye and 

CO2 solved it.  

 


